Dear incredible volunteers,

YOU turned a wasteland into a slice of heaven in one day. Thanks to your efforts, perseverance, and muscle there is

now a beautiful pollinator garden at AFV Park. None of this would have been possible without you, and Mai Mai and I
thank you from the bottom of our hearts. So, let’s take a look at the amazing transformation you performed yesterday:

A place no one would even look at:

Was prepped Wednesday through Friday for your arrival on Saturday:

And then there was you – to turn the above into a beautiful showcase garden:
The morning crew to set the pace and get things rolling!

https://fb.watch/d1n9bwcJ0k/

The afternoon crew to the rescue (working in the HOT sun) and completing the job by 3:30!

And at 5 pm that day, this is the gift you gave to everyone who drops off food scraps or enters AFV for recreation:

Thank you volunteers for bringing this garden to life on Saturday. We also want to thank other critical people and
organizations who made this happen and without whom we could not have created this demonstration pollinator garden:
The Town of Greenburgh:
Paul Feiner: For having the vision and commitment to support this pollinator garden at AFV (and Hart’s Brook),
for his enthusiastic sponsorship and promotion of the project, and for assisting in the funding of these gardens.
Bobby Breen: For his assistance and help throughout the year with the logistics, support, and administration of
the project.
Sav DeGiorgio: For all of his help before and on planting day and for being our liaison to the Town of Greenburgh
Parks and Recreation. And for donating so many native plants from his home garden!
Gerard Byrne and Garret Duquese: For their support of this project and for supplying the resources to make it
happen.
The Greenburgh Parks and Recreation Staff: For their assistance in prepping the site and moving the mulch pile
to the edge of the gardens for planting day.

The Bronx River/Sound Shore Audubon Society chapter (and Sandy Morrissey) for their generous grant of $1,600 for
this project.
The Rivertowns Enterprise for the coverage and for building awareness about these projects in the community.
Hilltop Hanover Farm and Emily Rauch for donating local ecotype native plant plugs to this project.
Stonebarns and Laura Perkins for native plant donations.
Filippine de Haan of Westchester Healthy Yards and Westchester Pollinator Pathways for her donation of plants to this
project.
Stephanie Kornberg and Andy Horowitz for the Tick Tok video and end of day group pictures.

Thank you all!
Gratefully,
Mai Mai Margules and Carol Sommerfield, project co-chairs

See you at Hart’s Brook on Saturday, May 21, 10 – 3:30 for the next pollinator garden install?

